TAMA SWINGSTAR DRUMS

SHELLS
Tama Swingstar—The lightweight standard for sound bass drums.
Constructed of a unique blend of lightweight, high-strength aluminum. Tama drums offer a perfect compromise of tone and durability. This unique mixture of Tama materials is finished with Zeo-Coat, a tough, durable finish that provides an excellent resistance barrier for longevity of sound wave in and out.

METAL SHELL
Tama Swingstar Steel Drum features a seamless steel for the best possible natural drum performance. The seamless shell provides a warmer and fuller sound that won’t breakup or choke even in the busiest, loudest settings.

TOM TOM HOLDER
The new Tama Oversize double bass drum holder offers you virtually unlimited freedom of movement. It's perfectly ergonomic, with precision Tama tom holders for all standard Tama bass drums and bass drum heads. The unique securing system eliminates the need for four arms when setting up, allowing you to adjust the drum simply by turning the drum’s head. As you move the tom easily, but still holds them in place. When you find the right position, just lock it up.

Most other universal-size tom holders have parts that protrude into the drum shell. This is not only unattractive, but decreases the natural resonance of the shell. All Tama mounting hardware is on the outside of the shell, allowing maximum tone.

TAMA SWINGSTAR HARDWARES

Tama stands feature single steel legs for those drummers who don’t require super heavy duty strength.
Despite their lighter weight, Tama stands are as ample as any other on the market and still offer an extra ounce of stability.

Tama Nylon Bushing Clamp
All Tama stands also feature the Tama Nylon Bushing Clamp for smooth, positive height adjustment and long service. (Pat.)

Tama Hi-hat Stand 6865
Tama Hi-hat Stand features the new contoured footboard for maximum strength and comfort. The special heavy duty Tama clutch won’t slip and won’t let your cymbal loosen while you play.

Tama Cymbal Stands 6862
Tama Cymbal Stand now features the two-way nylon cymbal nut. This nut allows you to move your cymbals in either a free floating or rigid mount fashion by simply turning the nut upside down. Tama Offset Cymbal Tilter fully competes out of the way to prevent damage in transport.

TAMA OPTIONAL HARDWARES

External Tone Control
This new external muffle is ideal for toms and snare drum alike. The precise amount of control can be adjusted and the quick release lever lets you turn the muffler on and off without disturbing the tone setting.

6553 Quick-Release External Tone Control

TAMA DRUM STANDS

Drum Thrones & Cymbal Stands
6775 Swingstar Drum Throne
6773 Mercury Drum Throne
6862 Royalstar Straight Cymbal Stand
6874 Mercury Boom Arm Cymbal Stand
6804 Titan Boom Arm Cymbal Stand

It was Tama's hardware that first turned my head around and I'm sure set the rest of the industry on its ear.

BILLY COBHAM

External Tone Control

This new external muffle is ideal for toms and snare drums alike. The precise amount of control can be adjusted and the quick release lever lets you turn the muffler on and off without disturbing the tone setting.

6553 Quick-Release External Tone Control

TAMA SNARE DRUM STAND 6860
Tama Snare Drum Stand features heavy-duty construction. The large diameter shift is secured with the exclusive nylon bushing clamp that will not mar or distort the telescoping shaft. Molded-in Rubber legs, these legs grip the rim securely, but won’t pull off and won’t damage the drum.